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Thank you for all the work that you do professionally and personally
to improve and protect the aquatic resources of Missouri. This year
we have all faced, and are working to overcome, all sorts of
challenges; from a worldwide pandemic, to organizational
restructuring, to having to be socially distant from friends, family,
colleagues, and classmates. These challenges have highlighted how
resourceful we are at taking care of ourselves and our families, and
still making sure that the aquatic resources of the state are
protected, maintained, and enhanced. I hope you all are as inspired
by your accomplishments as I am.
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Did you know that MOAFS has a webpage (moafs.org), email list,
newsletter, and Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/MissouriChapter-of-the-American-Fisheries-Society-1374354852664658/)?
Although some things had to be put on hold this year (fishing events,
membership appreciation) and other things went virtual (local,
regional, and national meetings), I know that a lot of you were still
able to complete fieldwork, conduct research, and virtually attend
classes and workshops. These are all things that MOAFS should be
sharing through our webpage, newsletter, and Facebook. Please
send your accomplishments so that we can all share in your
successes! The same can be said if you need help with a project.
Also, the MOAFS student sub-units are always looking for ways to
interact with professionals in the field. Reach out to your local student
sub-units and see how you can work with them. Even if it is a virtual
presentation and question and answer session; I know the student
sub-units will appreciate the interaction. If you need contact
information for the sub-units contact Jen Girondo.
On behalf of the rest of the Executive Committee and all the
Committee Chairs, I want to thank each of you again for what you
have accomplished this year and want to encourage you to continue
your hard work and dedication to MOAFS and the aquatic resources
of Missouri.

Thanks,

Eric Rahm

Southeast Missouri State University
– Cape Girardeau: Joey Root

The REDD
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Continuing Education Report
Prepared by: Brad Farwell
With the onset of Covid-19 the continuing education committee had
to cancel most of its events that were scheduled to be in person. Stay
tuned, as the committee is looking into potential virtual opportunities
at some of the upcoming meetings and are looking forward to getting
back to in person gatherings.

The continuing education committee

Brad Farwel

will be involved with the 2021 MNRC meeting, which has recently
decided to go virtual, so hopefully we will be able to also coordinate
a few virtual education opportunities at the 2021 meeting.
Brad Farwell (brad.farwell@mdc.mo.gov)

Rivers & Streams Committee Report
Prepared by: Tom Boersig
Hey folks,
I think everyone would like to take a mulligan for 2020- it’s been the sort of year that tests all of us,
professionally and personally. It wasn’t how I planned to serve as chairperson of Rivers and Streams
Committee, and I would like to thank everyone who exercised patience and thoughtfulness as we
navigate this shared experience.

ig

Tom Boers

The MOAFS Rivers and Streams Committee has been in contact with Emily Tracy-Smith regarding the
Clean Water Day at the Capitol slated for March 2nd, 2021, which should provide a great opportunity
to highlight conservation and water quality issues surrounding the state’s aquatic resources, as well as
engage with partner groups throughout the state.
COVID-19 safety protocols hampered efforts at outreach this year, complicating plans for the AFS
Virtual Stream Cleanup in September, a joint student colloquium with the Missouri chapter of The
Wildlife Society this autumn, as well as an in-person Rivers and Streams Committee meeting, but I’m
hopeful those opportunities come back next year and provide an opportunity to mentor students and
early professionals in the field.

Not everything stopped this year. The Missouri Department of Natural Resources has been gathering comments for the 2022 303(d)
stream listing methodology (comment period ends October 2), and a recent court ruling raises questions about the state’s planned
Eleven Point State Park. The MOAFS Legislative and Environmental Concerns committee does a phenomenal job updating
membership with issues across the state, many of which impact use and accessibility of our rivers and streams. I encourage you to
check out their updates in this newsletter.
I hope you’re well, I hope you’re safe, and I hope to see you at the 2021 Missouri Natural Resources Conference in February. We’ll
have a brief Rivers and Streams Committee meeting after the regular business meeting, and touch base on plans for the new year.
Until then, take care and stay healthy.

The REDD
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Treasury Report
Prepared by: Joe McMullen

Joe McM
ul en

As the Chapter’s new treasurer, first I’d like to say thank you to the membership,
for trusting me with our finances. Also, I’m sorry that I was unable to attend the
MNRC this year to accept my position in person, but the hogs are thick. Given
the virtual nature of things moving forward please feel free to contact me at
your convenience if you have questions or concerns (314-606-5260 or
treasurermoafs@gmail.com). We probably won’t have the opportunity to run
into each other soon. I’m still learning how to navigate my position and fulfill
my duties, but I will strive to improve and meet your expectations.

Currently, the SSTF Investment Management Plan is being carried out as
outlined, however the plan is under review. MOAFS members should see a
summary of that review and recommendations in late 2020 or early 2021.
Budget year 2020 seems to be running smoothly for MOAFS and the SSTF
despite the challenges we’ve faced. We currently have four Certificate of Deposits (CDs) which continue to grow the SSTF,
and despite the market downturn earlier in the year the Vanguard mutual fund has recovered and sits at $46,764.52.
During 2020, $1,880.79 worth of shares have been sold and deposited into the SSTF Money Market account, and I am
currently waiting on a check for another $1,764.52 worth of shares that were recently sold.
Account

Current Balance*

General Funds

$

24,070.19

MOAFS Operational Share

$

8,659.48

MOAFS Operational Checking

$

15,312.42

MOAFS Special Projects Checking

$

98.29

$

123,847.80

SSTF Money Market (Buffer Fund)

$

23,102.95

SSTF Checking

$

2,137.31

SSTF CD 1479

$

12,993.23

SSTF CD 2720

$

13,168.78

SSTF CD 2397

$

13,022.48

SSTF CD 3745

$

12,658.52

$

51,843.02

Stock market Index Fund

$

36,930.31

International Stock Index Fund

$

9,834.21

$

46,764.52

Student Support Funds

Cumulative CD Value

Total Stock Market Funds

The REDD

*Balance as of 10/13/2020
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Historian Report
Prepared by: Joe Dillard
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Historian Report
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“A Full Cup of Joe: Refilled with New Stories!”
by Joe G Dillard is hot off the press and now
available for purchase!

Life can be, and often is, funny. All you have to do is watch
for it, or sometimes just experience it.” - Joe G. Dillard
To get your flavorful copy, or copies (they make wonderful inexpensive gifts for friends and family), send a
check for $15 each (that includes mailing costs) to Joe G. Dillard at 3535 West Arbor Way, Columbia, MO
65203. Please include the address you want it mailed to.
$3 of each sale will go to the American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life. Joe’s goal is $1,000, and has already
given $700 from the sales of the first “Cup of Joe” book.
The REDD
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Legislative and Environmental Concerns
Prepared by: Emily Tracy-Smith

Emily Tracy-Smith

Overview of the 2020
Legislative Session
• Legislative Session
started January 8,
2020 and suspended
due to coronavirus
March 12, reconvened
April 7-8 and
suspended again.
Adjourned May 15,
2020.
• Tracked over 100 bills
relating to wildlife &
conservation, flooding,
and the environment.

The REDD
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Legislative and Environmental Concerns (Cont.)
Prepared by: Emily Tracy-Smith

•To learn more:
oThe Court’s ruling: https://www.confedmo.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/
Judgment_FINAL.pdf

oConservation Federation of Missouri: https://www.confedmo.org/protect-our-eleven-point-riverpark/

oSt. Louis Dispatch article: https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/missouriordered-to-sell-parts-of-planned-state-park-along-eleven-point-river/article_51144355-74b1-5d2fa92b-34c317ba627e.html#utm_source=stltoday.com&utm_campaign=%2Fnewslettertemplates%2Fbreaking&utm_medium=PostUp&utm_content=a27dd7a360a5f9e02d9b28a6da52da
d9b136b46c

oMissouri Attorney General appeals order to sell Eleven Point State Park land: https://
www.news-leader.com/story/news/local/missouri/2020/10/09/missouri-attorney-general-eric-schmitteleven-point-state-park-dnr/5937651002/

The REDD
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Angler’s with Disabilities
Prepared by: Mary Scott
that they received a
The Anglers with Disabilities Committee is pleased to announce
Federation of
David Risberg Memorial Affiliate Grant through the Conservation
tion of Missouri in
Missouri. These grants are awarded by the Conservation Federa
are eligible to apply.
honor of David A. Risberg. Only CFM affiliated organizations
s to take action
The purpose of these grants is to provide an opportunity for affiliate
in part through this
on conservation by implementing projects funded in whole or
endowment.
t-program/

Mary Sco

t

https://www.confedmo.org/david-risberg-memorial-affiliate-gran

offset some costs
The grant MOAFS received has a value of $500.00 and will help
for future disabled fishing events.
were cancelled
Unfortunately, due to COVID, all of the Disabled Anglers Events
until further notice.

Photo: Mary Scott receiving the award at the CFM Affiliate luncheon March 7, 2020 (L to R, Gary Van De Velde, Mary Scott, John and
Mary Risberg, and Ron Coleman)
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UCM AFS Chapter Report
Prepared by: Austin Mueller
Before COVID-19 struck the United States, eleven of our members were able to attend the Missouri
Natural Resources Conference. Several of our members gave talks about their undergraduate and
graduate research this year. We also had several members provide poster presentation during the
conference mixer. Covid certainly makes group meetings and outings difficult. During the fall
semester, we took members out to a local stream in town to teach some fish sampling techniques
including seine netting and fish ID. It is an interesting experience sampling while wearing masks and
being socially distant. During our monthly meetings, we have incorporated a “guess the fish” ID
challenge, which comes with cool fisheries related prizes of course. We have also enjoyed hearing
about faculty and graduate students research when they give short talks during our meetings. This,
along with educational fisheries documentaries, has made meetings much more impactful.

The REDD
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MSU AFS Chapter Report
Prepared by: Alexandria Beezel
Despite these challenging times, it has been a great year for the Missouri State University subunit! Our
aim has been to recruit and immerse our members in opportunities to engage with professionals in
fisheries. We organized a float trip and river clean up on the Niangua River this fall, as well as
volunteered with Bass Pro Shop’s Outdoor Days event at Table Rock State Park, where we ran catchand-release ponds for children and families. Most recently, we participated in one of the last harvest
weekends at Bennett Springs State Park, where we demonstrated fly fishing and trout cleaning
techniques. On top of staying active outside of the classroom, we have been able to hear from
professionals from varying expertise this year. We plan to continue being active in outreach and
collaboration, as well as continued focus on professional development.
We would like to personally thank Dr. Alicia Mathis, Dr. Quinton Phelps, and Hope Dodd for their
continued support of our subunit. A special thanks to Jason Schooley and Jeremy Risley for taking the
time to connect and share your experiences with us.

The REDD
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SEMO AFS Chapter Report
Prepared by: Joey Root
Due to COVID-19 restrictions the Southeast Missouri subunit has been less active this
past year. We assisted the Missouri Department of Conservation private lands
biologist, Jason Crites with aquatic vegetation plantings on two county park lakes.
Additionally, we planted vegetation in a private pond to reduce erosion. This was a
great learning experience for all subunit members and we hope to help with more
projects in the future. Public events will hopefully resume next year where we can
continue to provide outreach and educational experiences to the public and subunit
members.
Image left shows the different
species of aquatic vegetation
that were planted.

Image above shows subunit members
laying fence to protect the newly
planted aquatic vegetation.
Image left shows the finished
product.

The REDD
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Awards 2020
Prepared by: Andy Turner

Andy Turner presents the John L. Funk Award of Excellence to Greg Stoner

John L. Funk Award of Excellence: This award is presented to a Chapter member who makes a
substantial or long-term contribution to the field of aquatic resource conservation. Non-members
may receive this award, but their contributions must be outstanding.
This year’s recipient of the John L. Funk Award of Excellence is Greg Stoner. Greg has been
managing the Lake of the Ozarks fishery since 1991. The Lake of the Ozarks is a nationally
recognized reservoir and fishery which draws over 5 million visitors and generates hundreds of
millions of dollars in revenue for the state of Missouri annually. Managing one of Missouri’s
largest and most important resources has its challenges and Greg has always been up to the task.
His efforts helped create operational improvements and safeguards that are now in place to
reduce fish kills and better ensure the future of the lake's sport fisheries and aquatic life in the
lower Osage River. He has been a key in communicating the conservation message and as a
result, the public understands and supports the fisheries management practices implemented at
the lake. The Missouri Chapter of the American Fisheries Society is proud to present Greg Stoner
with this award for his dedication to Missouri’s aquatic resources.

The REDD
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Awards 2020
Prepared by: Andy Turner

Emily Tracy-Smith presents the A. Stephen Weithman, Jr. Leadership Award to
Joe Dillard.

A. Stephen Weithman, Jr. Leadership Award: This award is presented to a member who
provides exemplary leadership in the Chapter. Only members may be considered for this award.
This year’s recipient of the Weithman Leadership Award is Joe Dillard. Joe has been a
dedicated and active MOAFS member since 1965. He has served as president of the Missouri
Chapter, the North Central Division, the national parent society. In 2015, he was named as a
Fellow of the American Fisheries Society in recognition for his distinctive service. In 2016 he was
presented the meritorious service award from the North Central Division of AFS for continued
efforts to carefully document, archive, and collect important historical information about
Missouri’s history in fisheries Science. As MOAFS historian, he documented a comprehensive
history of our chapter in a publication titled “Still Hooked: Our first 50 years”. We are very lucky to
have Joe G. Dillard as a lifetime member of MOAFS and proud to recognize his longstanding
and distinguished leadership to the Missouri Chapter and Missouri’s aquatic resources.

The REDD
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Awards 2020
Prepared by: Andy Turner

Andy Turner presents the Lee Redmond Citizen’s Award to Susan Wrasmann

Lee Redmond Citizen's Award: This award is presented to a person or persons not directly
employed in the aquatic field and who make a substantial or long-term contribution to the field
of aquatic resource conservation.
This year’s recipient of the Lee Redmond Citizen’s award is Susan Wrasmann. Susan is a
teacher and citizen advocate for aquatic resources. She has been an active member of Stream
Team 3481, the Big Piney Tie Rafters, and the Big Piney River Stream Team and Watershed
Association. She is an active member of Stream Teams United and has served as President and
Vice President of the organization. Susan is passionate about caring for the environment and
illustrates this passion through her volunteer work to educate, advocate, and complete on-theground restoration projects that benefit Missouri's natural ecosystems. She is a true asset to
Stream Teams United, Missouri streams, and our natural resources.

The REDD
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Awards 2020
Prepared by: Andy Turner

Andy Turner presents letters of recognition to Stream Teams United Executive Director Mary Culler and
President Susan Wrasmann.

Letters of Recognition: Letters of recognition are presented to either members or nonmembers to acknowledge one-time or short-term contributions not covered by the other awards.

The Missouri Chapter of the American Fisheries Society and the Missouri Stream Team Program
presented a Letter of Recognition to Stream Teams United for their advocacy efforts that dig
deep into Missouri’s legislative process, bringing awareness to issues that affect our stream
resources. As a conduit for promoting advocacy among Stream Team members they produce a
weekly bulletin called #MOWater News that includes recent water-related news articles that cover
Missouri and national issues, a “Legislative Lookout” on proposed bills and their status, and
highlights from projects and partner groups including the Conservation Federation of Missouri
and Grow Native. They partnered with local stream team associations to host an advocacy
workshop in St. Louis and in Kansas City. Through these efforts Stream Teams United is
enhancing citizen advocacy efforts in the name of healthy streams and watersheds.

The REDD
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Awards 2020
Prepared by: Andy Turner

Andy Turner presents a letter of recognition to Dennis Keller

Letters of Recognition: Letters of recognition are presented to either members or nonmembers to acknowledge one-time or short-term contributions not covered by the other awards.

The Missouri Chapter of the American Fisheries Society presented a Letter of Recognition to
Dennis Keller, Lead Heavy Equipment Operator for the Missouri Department of Conservation in
central Missouri, for his dedicated service during and after the 2019 flooding. Dennis’s work
allowed boaters and anglers the ability to get back on the water, and his quick response did not
go unnoticed. Area mangers received phone calls and emails from constituents praising the
condition of our areas, and many people commented on how surprised they were that this was
done so quickly. This is largely attributed to the great job by Dennis Keller.

The REDD
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Student Awards 2020
Outstanding Platform Presentation - MNRC

Michael Moore
Title: Investigating the role of stocking
location and tracking methods on
dispersal and survival estimates of
stocked lake sturgeon in the Osage
and Gasconade rivers.

Bio: Michael Moore is a graduate student with Missouri Cooperative Fish and
Wildlife Research Unit. His dissertation research examines movement and habitat
use of stocked juvenile, subadult, and adult Lake Sturgeon in the Osage and
Gasconade rivers. Michael graduated from the University of Missouri in 2012 with
a B.S. in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences and from Virginia Tech University in 2012
with a M.S. in Fish and Wildlife Conservation. He is particularly interested in applied
aquatic ecology to protect native fish and crayfish diversity in rivers and streams
and has a passion for science outreach, teaching, and communication. His career
goal is to work as a fisheries research biologist at state or federal agency or
academic institution.

The REDD
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Student Awards 2020
Outstanding Poster Presentation - MNRC

Mike Thomas
Title:. Effect of waveform, power, and
water temperature on electrofishing
catchability of blue catfish and
flathead catfish

Bio: Mike Thomas is a graduate student with Missouri Cooperative Fish and Wildlife
Research Unit. His thesis research evaluates factors influencing the electrofishing
catchability of Smallmouth Bass, Flathead Catfish, and Blue Catfish. Mike graduated
from the University of Idaho in 2017 with a B.S. in Fisheries Resources and is
particularly interested in conducting applied research that can be used to answer
management-related questions. His career goal is to work as a fisheries manager in
the inter-mountain west.

The REDD
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Student Awards 2020
Joe G. Dillard Outstanding Undergraduate Scholarship

Jen Girondo presents the Joe G. Dillard Scholarship to Kiah Wright

Award Background: The Future Professional’s Scholarship seeks to support talented and
promising aquatic natural resources professionals during their undergraduate studies in Missouri,
with preferences given to students involved in AFS, with financial need, and high potential to
impact the aquatics field. Applicants must be Missouri students who are, or plan to be, enrolled
as an undergraduate student at a Missouri college or university pursuing a degree in the aquatics
resource management field (ex: natural resources management, fisheries science, biology,
wildlife conservation, environmental science, or a related field). Funding is provided through
student-support-specific fund-raisers led by the Chapter.
Kiah Wright
Bio: Kiah is a senior at the University of Missouri majoring in Fisheries & Wildlife Science with a
minor in Biology. Even as a child, Kiah had a strong interest in conservation and aquatic sciences,
which eventually led her to pursue an education in fisheries. She has worked with the Missouri
Department of Conservation since 2019 as a Resource Science Aide, assisting in the monitoring
of Niangua Darter and Longnose Darter populations in the Ozarks. Kiah also works as a
laboratory and field technician for the MU Limnology Laboratory, where she helps collect and
analyze water quality data from lakes around Missouri. After graduation, Kiah hopes to go to
graduate school and pursue a career in fisheries research. In her free time, Kiah enjoys fly-fishing,
cooking and spending time outdoors with her family.
The REDD
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Student Awards 2020
MOAFS Duffy Travel Award

Jen Girondo presents the MOAFS Duffy Travel Award to Mike Thomas

Award Background: One award is given to a student from each North Central Division chapter for
travel assistance to the Midwest Fish & Wildlife Conference. Each chapter is responsible for
selecting its respective recipient. The NCD matches chapter student awards up to $200.
MOAFS’ portion is provided through the earnings of the MOAFS Student Support Trust Fund.
Selection is based on attendance at the Mid-West Fish and Wildlife Conference with students
active in AFS and/or the fisheries profession given preference, along with stated financial need.
Mike Thomas
Bio: Mike Thomas is a graduate student with Missouri Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research
Unit. His thesis research evaluates factors influencing the electrofishing catchability of
Smallmouth Bass, Flathead Catfish, and Blue Catfish. Mike graduated from the University of Idaho
in 2017 with a B.S. in Fisheries Resources and is particularly interested in conducting applied
research that can be used to answer management-related questions. His career goal is to work as
a fisheries manager in the inter-mountain west.

The REDD
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Student Awards 2020
Student Achievement Award

Award Background: The Student Achievement Award recognizes excellence in academic
achievement and extra-curricular involvement by Missouri students. Applicants must be Missouri
students who are or plan to be enrolled as an undergraduate or graduate student at a Missouri
college or university pursuing a degree in the aquatics resource management field (ex: natural
resources management, fisheries science, biology, or a related field). Funding is provided
through the earnings of the MOAFS Student Support Trust Fund.
Lauren Mott
Bio: Lauren Mott graduated in December from Mizzou with a B.S. in Natural Resource Science
and Management with an emphasis in Fisheries & Wildlife. She is most interested in aquatic
invasive species management. She currently works as a student contractor at the U.S. Geological
Survey's Columbia office. Lauren designed an independent research project with Mizzou and
U.S.G.S to study black carp in the hopes of better understanding black carp feeding ecology and
the potential threat of this opportunistic molluscivore to native aquatic fauna in the Mississippi
River basin. She presented her research at the poster session during this year's Missouri Natural
Resources Conference and hopes to publish in a journal this year.

The REDD
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Student Awards 2020
Ed Stegner & Carl Morrow Scholarships

Ed Steiner Natural Resource Scholarship - Eric Griffen
Carl Morrow Graduate Scholarship - Michael Moore
Background:
The Foundation’s Ed Stegner Natural Resource (undergraduate) and Carl Morrow Graduate
Scholarships were established to provide major financial aid to encourage and assist students in five areas of natural
resource management: fisheries, forestry, wildlife, parks and recreation and soil and water conservation. Funding for
this scholarship program was provided to the Foundation by Ed Stegner of Pilot Grove, Missouri. A Master
Conservationist, Stegner is the former executive director of the Conservation Federation of Missouri, and is
especially known for his leadership role in the passage of the 1/8th of 1% conservation sales tax to fund the
Conservation Department’s expanded program, Design for Conservation. Carl Morrow, Vice-President of Missouri
Power and Light in Jefferson City, was a dedicated and long-time citizen conservationist who served in many
volunteer positions with the Conservation Federation of Missouri and as the first Chairman of the Conservation
Foundation of Missouri Charitable Trust. Through his efforts the Foundation became a firmly established and
financially-viable public trust. The Foundation honors his memory with this graduate scholarship program.
The Foundation’s Natural Resource Scholarships are a joint venture with the professional societies in the five different
resource areas – i.e., the Missouri chapters of the Wildlife Society, American Fisheries Society and the Society of
American Foresters, Missouri Parks and Recreation Association and the Show-Me Chapter, Soil and Water
Conservation Society. These groups provide selection committees that pick the recipients in the respective
categories. Once selected, the scholarship recipients are notified and each is presented a check in the amount of
$1,000.00.
The REDD
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Information Technology Report
Prepared by: Kat Lackman & Alex Prentice

include <stdio.h>
t main( ){
printf(“Hello!\n”)
return 0; <enter.matrix>

Our constant contact system continues to be a successful way for
us to stay in touch with our membership. We have a total of 364
active contacts within Constant Contact. Thus far in 2020 we have
sent out 29 email campaigns that comprised of 8,924 emails with an
open rate of 24% (1,946).
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World Fish Migration Day celebration draws awareness to the
importance of flowing rivers and migratory fish. The American Fisheries
Society celebrated World Fish Migration Day on October 24th by posting
a number of recent articles related to fish movement and migration,
population assessments, management tools such as reintroduction
efforts and dam removal. You can find those articles on the AFS website:
h t t p s : / / a f s p u b s . o n l i n e l i b r a r y. w i l e y. c o m / d o i / t o c / 1 0 . 1 0 0 2 /
(ISSN)9999-0006.AFS-World-Fish-Migration-Day.
The next World Fish Migration Day will be held on May 21, 2022. More
information can be found at: https://www.worldfishmigrationday.com
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Upcoming Conferences and Meetings
Freshwater Mollusk Conservation Society Symposium: Mountains to Sea
and the Mollusks Between, Portland, Oregon, 4/11/2021-4/15/2021 (InPerson/Virtual Unknown)
Society of Freshwater Science, 5/23/2021-5/27/2021 (Virtual)
Ecological Society of America, Long Beach Convention Center, Long
Beach, California, 8/1/2021-8/6/2021 (Hybrid In-Person/Virtual)
American Fisheries Society, Baltimore, MD, 8/8/2021-8/12/2021 (InPerson)

MNRC IS GOING VIRTUAL
After much consideration and review the MNRC 2021 will be held in a
virtual format. The Steering Committee and Board are excited about the
opportunities this year brings. Continue to watch the website and other
social media for updates to the 2021 Conference.
This is the first call for presentations, posters and workshops! Please follow
the links below if you are interested in presenting your work. The
requested information must be sent to Ray Wright
at ray.wright@usda.gov by Friday November 6th.
The REDD
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